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Abstract 

In this paper we introduce the notion of Heyting completion in abstract inter
pretation, and we prove that it supplies a logical basis to specify relational program 
analyses by means of intuitionistic implication. This provides a uniform algebraic 
set ting where abstract domains can be specified by simple logic formulas, or as 
solutions of recursive abstract domain equations, involving few basic operations 
for domain construction. We apply our framework to study directionality in type 
inference and groundness analysis in logic programming. 
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1 Introduction 

One of the most attractive features of abstract interpretation is the ability to system
atically derive program analyses from formal semantics specifications. Analyse..<> can be 
composed, refined and decomposed according to the need. A key role in this construc
tion js played by abstract domains: Modifying domains corresponds to modify analyses. 
A number of operations were designed to systematically construct new abstract domains, 
by refinement ([12, 14, 15, 17. 18, 21. 26]) , decomposition ([10]) and compression ([19]) , 
and some of them are included as tools for design aid in modem systems for program 
analysis. like in GAIA ([12]), PLAI ([9]), and System Z ([271) , providing high-level facil
ities to tune the analysis in accuracy and costs. Most of these operations arise from the 
common logical operations on program properties. For instance, the well known reduced 
product ([14]) of two domains is the most abstract domain which is approximated by 
both the given domains. From the analysis point of view, it corresponds to the simplest 
analysis which is more precise than the two given analyses, i.e. which derives at lea.'lt the 
same properties. The disjunctive completion ([14, 15]) of a domain is the most abstract 
domain able to deal with disjunctions of properties in the given domain. 

T he possibility to tune the analysis in independent attribute and relational mode is 
probably one of the most attractive feature of this technology. The efficient but less 
precise independent attribute analysis method assigns properties to program objects. in
dependently from the properties of other objects. Thjs method is generalized by the 
more precise but costly relational one, which exploits at each program point the relations 
between the properties of program objects ([23]) . This can be achieved by including re
lations or functions as domain objects. T he very first example of domain constructor for 
relational analysis by abstract interpretation is Cousot's r·educed (cardinal) power [14] . 
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where monotone functions are used to represent dependency information between prop 
erties of program objects. Although the notion of dependency is fundamenta l in analysis 

e.g. for the efficient execution of programs on parallel computers, t his construction i: 

rarely applied in the literature, even if, as we prove in this paper; surprisingly, mos· 

well known domains for relational program analysis can be specified in this way. Thi! 

is probably due to the lack of a clean logical interpretat ion for reduced power. Whi11 

reduced product and disjunctive completion have both a clean and immediate logica 

interpretat ion as conjunction and disjunction of program properties, t here is no knowi 

logical interpretat ion for most of the relational combinators, in particular for reduce< 
power. 

In this paper we fill this gap by introducing a new operation for abst ract doma.i.t 

refinement , which is Heyting completion . The idea is to consider the space of all int;u. 

itionistic implications built from every pair of elements of the given domain. This doma.i.t 

has an immediate logical interpreta tion as t he collection of intuitionistic formulas built 

without nested implication, in the fragment/\,-+. We prove t hat this operation provide 

a logical foundation for Cousot's reduced power of abstract domains. Moreover, this h~ 

t he advantage of making applicable relevant results in intuitionistic logic to abst ract dG 

main manipulation. We study the algebraic propert ies of Heyting completion In relatior 

with reduced product and disjunctive completion. The resul t is an advanced algebra a 
domain operations, where abstract domains can be specified by simple logic formu las 

using few basic operations for domain construction , all characterized by a clean logica. 

interpretation. In this algebraic setting, we study the solutions of implicational doma.i.t• 
equations, i.e. equat ions between abstract domains involving Heyting completion as ba

sic domain constructor. A new family of abstract domains for analysis is introduced a.> 

solutions of these equations. These domains are closed under dependency construction 

and somehow represent an upper bound on how much this information can be derh·eci 

systematically from a given domain. This provides a lso a first account on the possibili~· 

to study domains for analysis as solut ions of recursive domain equations, as traditionall! 

done for domains in denota tional semantics. 
We apply Heyting completion as domain refinement to directional type inference iJ 

logic programming. Type inference is general enough to include relevant examples ~ 

analyses in logic programs. We prove that the same construction by Heyting completiOl 
surfaces most of the weU known applications of type inference, from groundness (13}} te 
more structured directional types ([6, 11) . T his approach to directionality by systematit 

domain refinement has t he advantage of being independent from specific applications 

T his supplies a better comprehension on the nature of directionali ty in these analyses 

and suggest how to construct new domains for program analysis. 

2 Related works 

In t he very last section of [14] , Cousot and Cousot introduced the notion of redu 
power. as a domain of monotone functions between two given abstract domains. 
construction was reconsidered in [l8J, where some properties on the lattice structure 

reduced power are studied. The main result in [18] is a necessary and sufficient condiUQii 

on the abstract. domain .4, such that its reduced power with .4 itself is isomorphic • 

a space of closure operators on .4. None of t hese papers however gave a logical int.e;· 
pretat ion for the operation of reduced power, in pa rticular in relation with other kn 
operations for domain manipulation. In addition, none of them characterize the no · 
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of domains dosed under dependency construction. Nielson's tensor product (26) is also 
known as a basic operator for relational analyses construction. However this operation 
is not directly comparable, in the sense of abstract interpretation (i.e. it provides neither 
more abstract nor more concrete domains) with reduced power, as pmved in (18) . On the 
side of program analysis, Coclish and Demoen [8) firstly used the directional information 
obtainable for groundness analysis in Pas (also called Prop) ([3)) , to implement efficient 
rype inference algorithms by abstract interpretation. Their results however are not im
mediately applicable to other program p roperties, due to the lack of a suitable domain 
completion, generalizing their const ruction. 

3 Preliminaries 

3.1 Notation and basic notions 

Let A, B and C be sets. The powerset of A is denoted by p(A). If X ~ A, X is the 
set-theoretic complement of X . If A is a poset, we usually denote ~A the corresponding 
partial order and if I~ A then .J_I = {x E A I 3y E J. x ~A y}. p~(A) denotes the set 
of order-ideals of A , where I~ A is an order-ideal if I = .l./. pl(A) is a complete lattice 
with respect to set-theoretic inclusion, where the join is set union and the meet is set 
intersection. We write f : A~ B to mean that f is a total function from A to B. If 
C ~A then f(C) = {f(x) I x E C}. By gof we denote the composition .Ax.g(f(a:)) . Let 
{A,~A,VA,I\A, TA, J.A) and (B,~a ,Va,/\a , Ta,l.a) be complete lattices. A function 
f: A 1---t B is (co-}additive if for any C ~A, f(VAC) = Vaf(C) (f(I\AC) = 1\Bf(C)) . 
f is (co-)continuous when the above statement on (co-)additivity holds for chains Conly. 
If A is a complete lattice, the pseudo-complement of a relatively to b, if it exists, is the 
unique element a -7 b E A such that for any x E A: a 1\A x ~A b iff a: ~.4 a -t b. A is 
relatively pseudo-complemented if a -7 b exists for every a, b E A. The pseudo-complement 
of a, if it exists, is a 4 l.A (see [5)). 

3.2 Abstract interpretation, Galois connections and closure op
erators 

The standard Cousot and Cousot theory of abstract interpretation is based on the notion 
of Galois connection ((13)). If C and A are posets and a : C ~A, 'Y : A~ C are 
monotone, such that Vc E C. c ~c ~r(a(c)) and \fa E A. a(T(a)) ~A a, then we call 
the quadruple (C, /,A, a:) a Galois connection (G.c.) between C and A.. If in addition 
\:Ia E A . a('Y(a)) = a, then (C, /,A, a) is a Galois insertion (G.i.) of A in C. [n the 
setting of abstract interpretation, C and A are called, respectively, concrete and abstract 
domain, and they are assumed to be complete lattices. Any G.c. (C, /, A , a} can be lifted 
to a G .i. identifying in an equivalence class those objects in A having the same image 
(meaning) in C. In the rest of the paper, Lis a complete lattice (L, ~L, VL, 1\£, T L , l.L) 

playing the role of the concrete domain. 
An (upper·) closure operator on Lis an operator p : L ~ L monotonic, idempotent 

and extensive (viz. Vx E L. x SL p(x)) [24) . Each closure operator p is uniquely de
termined by the set of its fixpoints, which is its image p(L) . Hence, in the following, 
when closures are used to denote abstract domains, they will be denoted as sets, with 
Roman capital letters. X ~ L is the set of fixpoints of a closure operator on L iff X is a. 
Moore-family of L , i.e. T L E X and X is completely meet-closed (viz. for any non-empty 
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Y ~X, ALY EX). For a.ny X ~ L, we denote by )., (X) the Moore-dosure of X , i.e. the 

least subset of L containing X, which is a Moore-family of L. p(L) is a complete lattice 

with respect to 5:L, but, in general, it is not a complete sublattice of L , since the join in 

p(L) might be different from VL· p(L) is a complete sublattice of L iff pis additive. We 

denote by (uco(L), !;;;;, n, U, >.x.T, .Ax.x} the complete lattice of all upper closure operators 

on L , where the ordering is pointwise i.e., p!; 17 iff Vx E L . p(x) 5L 17(x), or equivalently 

ry(L) ~ p(L ). 
The equivalence between G.i. and closure operators is well known [5] . However, clo

sure operators are often more practical and concise than G.i .'s to reason about abstract 

domains, being independent from representation choices for domain objects ([141). Any 

G.i. (L, -y, A, a) is uniquely determined (up to isomorphism) by the closure operator -yoa, 

and, conversely, any closure operator uniquely determines a G.i. (up to isomorphism). 

The complete lattice of all abstract domains (identified up to isomorphism) on L is there

fore isomorphic to uco(L). Thus, in the rest of the paper, we often abuse notation and 

consider an abstract domain and the corresponding closure as the same object, so when

ever we will say that D is an abstraction of C, we will mean that D is isomorphic to 

p(C), for some closure p E uco(C). The order relation on uco(L) corresponds precisely 

to the order used to compare abstract domains with regard to their precision: If A and 

B are abstractions of L, then .4 is more precise than B iff A h B as closures. 

4 Refinement by pseudo-complements 

An abstract domain for analysis is usually a set of objects, equipped with a partial order. 

In this structure the information is associated with both the domain objects and the 

way they are ordered- the top-element representing no information. An abstract domain 

refinement is intended to discover the information apparently hidden in a domain, by 

exploiting both the domain objects and their relation. File et al. studied this notion in 

!16], as a generalization for most of the well known operations for domain refinement, 

like reduced product, and disjunctive completian. A domain refinement is a mapping 

!R : uco(L) f-t uco(L) , such that for any abstract domain A E uco(L): !R(A) contains 

more information than A (i.e., !R is reductive !R{A) !; A}, and R is monotonic. Idempotent 

domain refinements play an important role in this theory, as they upgrade domains all at 

once. This last condition clearly defines idempotent refinements as lower closure operators 

on uco(L). i.e. monotonic, idempotent and reductive operators. In the following the set 

of lower closure operations on L is denoted lco(L). Their properties follow by duality 

from those above for upper closure operators. 

In this section we are interested in determining complementary information in ab

stract interpretation by domain refinement. This information may be useful to enhance 

domains, e.g. to represent negative information. Given two domain objects a and b, we 

are interested in characterizing, by a simple domain transformation, an object c such 

that, when combined with a, the result is approximated by b. 

Example 4.1 Consider the following lattice L for sign analysis, which is an abstract 

~' 
( 
0 

A 

inter-Pretation of p(Z), and one of its strict abstrac

tions A, both depicted on the left. The objects in 

L and A have the obvious meaning as fixpoints of 

closures on p(Z). - E L represents the necessary in

formation which, when combined with + E A, gives 

0 as result. • 
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The refinement by complements was introduced in [16]. This refinement is based 
on the notion of complement, viz. a* is a complement for a in L if a 1\L a• = .LL and 
a VL a*= T L· \¥hen the complement exists unique for an element a, it summarizes the 
common information shared by all the elements c such that c 1\L a = .L£. The previous 
example shows that. the requirement of complementation that a V La* = T L is too strong 
to enhance the simple domain of signs A (note t hat - is not the complement for + in 
L). We weaken the definition of complementation in two ways. First, by relaxing that 
a V L a• = T L• the above observation boils down to the well known notion of pseudo
complement, which, when it exists, is unique, indeed a~ j_L = VL { c Ia 1\L c = j_L }. 

Second, we rclativize tbis notion by considering relative pseudo-complements, wbich, 
when they exist. are uniquely given by a~ b = V L { c I a 1\L c ~L b }. 

Definition 4.2 Let A, B ~ L. We define A-t B = {a ~ b E L I a E A , b E B}. 

It is worth noting that in the above definition we do not require any further hypoth
esis on the structure of L, apart being a complete lattice. Hence, although a ~ b = 
V L {cIa 1\L c ~L b} always exists unique i n complete lattices, it may in general fail to be 
t.be pseudo-complement of a relative to b. The following example shows this phenomenon. 

Example 4.3 Consider the following simple lattice L for overflow analysis of integer 
variables, which is an abstract interpretation of the standard lattice for interval analysis 
in [13] . In this example, m E N is a constant, playing the role of maxint. 

z 

I (-m,+m] 

[- m,O] . / '\. [O,+m] 

[- m,-l j ~· [J • .,.m] 

0 

L 

Z~m,+m] 
[-m,OJ / 

ol (l,+mJ 

""'·/ 0 

N-tN 

Note that L is neither distributive, nor pseudo-complemented. If N is the domain de
picted above, which is a strict abstraction of L , although being defined, 0 ~ 0 = 0 ~ 
[1 , +mJ = [ - m , +mJ is neither the pseudo-complement of 0, nor the pseudo-complement 
of 0 relative to [1, +m]. Note that when an object a ~ b is not the relative pseudo
complement, it still provides an approximation for the information which is complemen
tary to a. In this case, the complementary information for 0, which should be given 
by the union of the intervals [ -m, - 1] U [1, +m], is approximated by their convex hull 
0 ~ 0 = [-m,+m]. • 

We extend the domain transformation ---t to a binary abstract domain refinement. 
Given two abstract domains X andY, this is precisely captun~d by the least Moore family 
(viz. abstract domain) containing X ---t Y. 

Definition 4.4 Let A, B E 11.co(L). The Heyting completion of A wrt B , denoted by 
A -4B, is ).,.(.4.---tB). 

Theorem 4.5 Let A E tLco(L). >.X, Y. X ~y is ar'fjumentwise monotonic on 'uco(L). 
and >.X. A --4 X is reductive on uco( L) . 

In the following, the Heyting completion of a domain X is X --4 X. Note that, while 
the Heyting completion operator >.X. X~ X : uco( L) ~ v.co( L) is monotonic, il is not 
an idempotent refinement. For jnstance, in Example 4.3, we have that [0, +mJ f/. N ~ N , 
but [O,+m] E (N-4N)-4(N~N). 
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5 Algebraic properties 

In this section we show some basic algebraic proper ties of Heyting completion with respect 
to other domain operations. To this aim, we embed the lattice of abstract domains into 
an algebra of primit ive operators for domain refinement. In particular, we consider the 
meet operation (n) of closure operators, which is (isomorphic to) the well known reduced 
product ([14]) of abstract domains, together with the above Heyting completion, and the 

operation for disjunctive completion (Y) ([14, 15, 19]). 
ln the rest of the paper, A, B , C E uco(L), and denote generic abstract domains. 

Proposition 5.1 

1. A~{TL} = {TL} 

2. {TL}~A=A 

B. (A~C) n (B-4C) =)..((A uB)~C) 1 

Complete Heyting algebras play a central role in our construction, as they correspond 
precisely to the models of propositional intuitionistic logic. Lis a complete Heyting algebra 
(cHa). iffor each X~ Landy E L, yi\L(VLX) = VL{ y 1\L xI x EX }. If Lis cHa, then 
it is relatively pseudo-complemented, and ~ models intuitionistic implication. Hence, 
A --4 A is the most abstract domain containing the implications a -+ b for a, b E A. 

Proposit ion 5.2 Let L be a cHa. 

1. A~{C n B) = (A -4C) n (A~B) 

2. (An B )-4C = A-4 (B-4C) 

B. A--4 ).. (X)= n A-4{TL,x} if X r; L. 
:~:EX 

Note that by (3) in Proposition 5.2, Heyting completion can be constructed from 
atomic domains, i.e., closures of the form { T L , x } , by considering only the elements x 

in a generat intf set X. In this case, if x E L, then A -4 {T L , x} is the most abstract 
domain which contains the pseudo-complements of the elements in 11 in the interval 
lat tice [x, T d ~ £ 3. 

Disjunctive completion was introduced in [14]. The idea is to lift an abstract domain 
A to the most abstract domain which includes A and which is a complete (join-) sublattice 
of L, viz. no approximation is induced by considering the join of abstract objects. T he dis
junctive completion of A is defined as the most abstract domain which is an additive clo
sure and includes A (cf. [14, 19]): Y (A) = u{ X E uco(L) I X~ A and X is additive }. 
The following result specifies the disjunctive completion of an abstract domain A when 
the concrete domain L is either collecting or a cHa with A fini te. Note that collectmg 
domains, i.e., domains of the form p(S) for some set S, are typical concrete domains in 
collecting semantics for program analysis {e:g. [15, 22, 25]). 

Proposition 5.3 If L is collectmg or L 1S a cHa and A is finite Y (.4) = { V LX I X ~ A} 

1 Note that .4 u B may not be, In general, a Moore-family. 
2A ~ Lis generated by:<~ A if A = )..(X). 
3U a , bEL, the interval lattice [a, b) is the complete sub-lattice of L: {x EL I a ~L x ~L b}. 
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_·a, result follows immediately from the logical properties of intuitionistic implication, 
C!::d it specifies the relation between disjunctive and Heyting completions. 

Proposition 5.4 If Lis collecting or Lis a cHa and A is finite, .then Y(A)~B = 
.-!~B. 

The inverse operation to disjunctive completion, which is called disjunctive optimal 
%.,--is, was introduced in [19]. Given an-abstract domain A, the idea is to find the most 
Wst.ract domain X (when it exists) such that Y(A) = Y(X). This domain, denoted 
!l(A.), is such that A !;;;; n(A). Giacobazzi and Ranzato proved in [19] that n(A) exists 
:mder some hypotheses, e.g. when Lor A are finite , or when L is collecting, and n{A) = 
.A. ( {X E A IVY ~ A. X= v L y::} X E y} ). 

Corollary 5.5 If L is collecting or L is a cHa and A is finite then A~ B = n(A) ~B. 

This result specifies that A~ B can always be obtained by considering the more 
abstract, and hence less expensive, domain rl(A). This because, the implicational in
formation generated by the disjunctive information in A, i.e. those objects x ~ b where 
:z E A is such that there exists C ~ A and x = V L C, can be reconstructed by conjunction 
of relative pseudo-complements of the form c ~ b, with c E C. Here, the disjunctive 
optimal basis plays the role of the least domain generating A by disjunctive completion. 
By combining the above result with (3) in Proposition 5.2, we obtain the following result, 
with X ~ L playing the role of generating set. This result may be useful to implement 
Heyting completion of abstract domains, from the most abstract arguments. 

~ote that, the implementation of the Heyting completion A~ B involving the disjunc
t:ive optimal basis of A and an atomic decomposition of B , requires a lower number 
of reductions to identify pairs a ~ b having the same meaning. In particular, when
ever A= p(S) for some set S and A is a disjunctive domain, then an upper bound to 
the number of elements in A ~A is not 1AI2, but 2IAI. In fact , ln(A)I = log( IAI), 
.4 = A( { S \ { x} I xES}) and I{ S \ { x} I xES }I= log( I AI) , thus lA ~AI~ 2IAI. 

6 Reduced power and Heyting completion 

Reduced power was introduced by Cousot and Cousot in [14J , under the hypothesis that 
the concrete domain is some Boolean lattice of assertions. This construction was gener
alized in [18], where weaker hypotheses (e.g. cHa's) are considered for the existence of 
reduced power of domains. We follow this presentation, and we call dependencies the ob
jects in the reduced power of domains. We are interested in the case of autodependencies , 
which are monotone functions from an abstract domain A into itself. Monotone functions 
are considered equivalent, and therefore reduced, if they represent the same dependency 
between the objects of A. If .4 = PA(L) for PA E uco(L) , an autodependency is specified 
by the function >.x. PA(dl\r.. x): A~ A, with dE£. The set of all such dependencies is 

the reduced power k4 = { >.x E .4. PA(dl\c. x) I dE L }. Note that considering autode

pendencies in .4A is not a serious restriction, because AB ~ (An B)(A n B ) ([18]). Next 

resul t extends Theorem [14, 10.2.0.1] to cHa's and proves that AA refines A. 
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Theorem 6.1 {[18]) Let L be a cHa, PA E u.ca(L) and A= PA(L). Then (L.ii,AA,7} 
is a G.i. where ii = >.dE£. (>.x EA. PA(d 1\L x)). Moreover AA ~ .4. 

The following technical lemma is essential to give a representatiqn result for depen
dencies in AA, in terms of relative pseudo-complements. 

Lemma 6.2 Let L be a cHa and p E uco(L) . For any dE L: 7(>.x E p(L). p(d 1\L x)) = 
1\aep(L)(a-+ p(d 1\L a)). 

The following representation result for autodependencies is the main result of this section. 
It specifies that, for autodependencies, reduced power is equivalent to Heyting completion. 

T heorem 6.3 If L is a eRa, AA = A~ A. 

This result proves a strong link between two apparently unrelated domain refinements, 
namely between domain refinement by reduced power, and domain completion by relat ive 
pseudo-complements. 

7 Examples 

7.1 Implicational groundness ana lysis 

Pos is the domain most widely used for groundness analysis of logic programs (13]). Pas 
is able to characterize both pure groundness, i.e. whether a variable is instantiated to 
ground terms during program execution, and the relations between the groundness of 
different program variables, providing in this sense a clear example of relational analysis. 
In this section we show that the domain Pos of positive Boolean functions can be inter
preted as an implicational domain . Pas is the result of Heyting completion of a simpler 
domain for pure groundness. This domain is obtained by lifting Jones and S0ndergaard's 
domain for pure groundness analysis g ([22]) by disjunctive completion. The disj unctive 
completion gives here the least amount of disjunctive information which is typical of Pos. 

We fix a first -order language C, with variables ranging in V. The set of terms and 
idempotent substitutions, viz. mappings from V to terms in £ , are denoted respectively 
Tc. and Sub. Objects in Tc. and Sub are part ially ordered by instantiat ion: a ~ b iff 
30 E Sub. a = b8. For any syntactic object s, var(s) denotes the set of its variables. 
Let V ar ~ V be a fini te set, representing the set of interesting variables. Pos is the 
set of (classic) propositional formulas built on Var and the constant true, by using the 
connectives /\, V, -+. The interpretation of the connectives is the classical one: ¢> ~ w 
if and only if ,P is a logical consequence of ¢>. We say that I ~ Var is a model for ¢>, 
denoted I I= ¢, if ¢> is true in the interpretation which assigns true to aU the variables 
in I and false to the other ones [3J. For the sake of simplicity we write e grounds ¢J to 
denote {X E Var I var(O(x)) = 0} F ¢, fore E Sub. 

Since logic programs compute substitutions, the concrete domain we consider is 
p.!. (Sub), which is a cHa. Pas is an abstraction of p.!.(Sub), and the concretization 
function is 'Ysub(¢) = { 0 E Sub I 't/(1 :50. (1 grounds t/J} ([11]). g c Pos is the standard 
domain for pure groundness analysis defined-in [22], which is a strict abstraction of Pos. 
including formulas on Var with the only connective /\. As usual , we identify P os and g 
with the corresponding closures on g:)(Su.b): /'Sub(Pos) and 'YSub(Q). 

Theorem 7.1 Pos = Y(Q) ~ Y(9). 

:\ote that, by Proposition 5.4, Pos = g ~ Y (9 ). 
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7.2 Directionality in type inference 

In this section we consider the problem of inferring types in logic programs by abstract 
interpretation. Given a domain for (basic) type analysis, we sho~ how the Heyting 
completion of such a domain captures the notion of directionality among types and, more 
in general, how this construction surfaces directionality in any property closed under 
instantiation. In this case, Heyting completion supplies a domain for type inference, 
including the same dependency information between types as traditionally obtained in 
s tandard results on directional type checking by verification methods [1]. 

The operational semantics of a logic program P , viz. a finite set of Horn clauses in .C, 
is defined by SLD-resolution. If G is a goal, viz. a conjunction of atoms in .C, then we 

write G ~P D iff iJ E Sub is a computed answer substitution for G in P ([2]) . A type 
.is a set of terms closed under substitution [1]. Hence, the concrete domain in which we 
interpret types is p~(Tc) . An (abstract) domain of types 7 is therefore any abstraction 
of p~(Tc). 

A type for a predicate p of arity n is an n-tuple of types. In the following, for the sake 
of simplicity, we assume that all predicates in the program have the same arity n, and 
abuse Tc to denote n-tuples of terms. A directional type for a predicate p has the form 
(J , 0) where 1 and 0 are types for p. The type I is the "input" type and type 0 is the 
"output" type of p. A predicate p has type (I, 0) in a program P (denoted p E (J, 0}) 
if for any goal p(t) , t E I ~ O(t) E 0 for any answer substitution £J (cf. [1]). Next 
result relates the Heyting completion refinement to the notion of directional type. The 
idea is to prove that an implicational type r1 -+ -r2 models exactly the above notion of 
directional type. 

Theorem 7.2 Let P be a program, T be a domain of types, -r1 , -r2 E 7 and p be a 

predicate. Then ('VB. p(X) ~P D =>X(} E r1 -+ r2) ¢::> ('Vf E r1 .\fa. p(t) ~j, D =? 

taEr2). 

Corollary 7.3 In the hypothesis of Theorem 7.2, p has type r1 -+ -r2 in T ~ T iff 
P E (-r1, r2). 

Clearly, the domain 7 ~ T is still closed under instantiation. Directional types in 
T ~ 7 , that satisfy the theorem above, can be obtained by abstract interpretation, with 
abstract domain T ~ T , by means of any bottom-up/top-down analyzer which is able 
to approximate correct or even computed answer substitutions (e.g. [4, 7]). 

Example 7.4 Let us consider the program P = { p(X, X). , r(2, Y) : - p{2, Y). } and the 

(I' I} 

. 
(.l,J.) 

following simple domain of basic types T , where sym
bols I {integer) and B (Boolean) have the obvious 
meaning as fixpoints of a closure operator on p~(T.c). 
A standard type inference which can be obtained 
from the above domain of types T, returns the fol

(B,B) lowing type patterns: {p(T, T ), r(I, T ) }. Although 
correct, this result is not very precise. By abstract 
interpretation in the refined domain T ~ T , we ob
tain, for the predicate T , the more precise type pat
tern r(I , I) . • 
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7.3 From types back t o groundness 

A similar result of the above one was proved in [18] in the part icular case of ground 

dependency analysis, with no disjunctive information. The authors proved that the 

abstract domain Dej C Pos ([3]) , which contains formulas whos~ models are closed 

under intersection, is, in view of Theorem 6.3, precisely 9 ~g. Hence in this case. 

pure ground ness 9 or disjunctive ground ness Y (9) can be both viewed as some basic 

type definition, and ground dependency, both in Dej and Pos, can be interpreted as 

directional type inference. The key point here is that the concrete domain is some lattice 

of order-ideals, i.e. sets of objects closed under instantiation, which are non-Boolean eRa. 

A different concrete domain would change completely the interpretation of directionality; 

Consider the Boolean concrete domain p(Sub). If Var = {x, y} we have the following 

domain 9 ~9, which differs from the analogous completion De! on the non-Boolean 

lattice gf(Sub). 

Dej 

While 9 ~9 is no longer able to express ground dependencies, it is now able to express 

negative groundness information . T his because intuitionistic implication is replaced by 

classical one. This is a consequence of the peculiar nature of the concrete (collecting 

domain , which is a Boolean lattice. ln this case, the relative pseudo-complements in

troduced by the Heyt ing completion provide negation of properties. Thi'l because, in 

Boolean lattices, a~ b = •a V b, for instance --.x V y = /Sub( X) U /Sub(y), while this is 

not the case in complete Heyting algebras. For instance, the empty substitution belen~ 

to •x V y, but it provides no groundness information. Clearly, because the set-theoretic 

complement of a set closed under instantiation is not, in general, closed under instan

tiation, then 9 ~ 9 is not bere an abstraction of p~(Sub). In this sense, the analy~ 

obtained from 9 ~ 9 cannot be regarded as type inference. 

8 lmplicational domain equations 

In this section we consider the idempotent extension of Heyting completion. Given an 

abstract domain A, we are interested in the least abstract domain X which is more 

concrete than A and it is closed under --4, i.e. the least (most abstract) solution (if any 

of the implicational domain equation 

X=An(X~X) (8.1 

We consider the algebra (uco(L) , n, y.~). involving conjunction of domains by re

duced product, disjunctive completion arrd Heyting completion, wltich are all monotonJC 

operators on domains. Note that the least fixpoint of >.X. An(X ~X) i~ L, which is tlE 

identical closure >.x.x. We are interested in the greatest fixpoint of >.X. An (X~ X) ~ 

uco(L). which exists and it is the domain corresponding to the least closure ordinal of~ 

above operator, in the following fami ly of domains: Bl =A, Bo~L = .4 n (Ba ~Ba = 

Bo ~ Bo. and Bn = n-r<oB1 if a is a limit ordinal. 
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Theorem 8.1 Let L be a cHa and X~ A. 

1. X is a solution of (8. 1} iff it is a subalgebra of L w.r.t. relative pseudo-complement. 

2. X is a complete Heyting subalgebra of L iff i t is a solution of (8,1) and disjunctive. 

It is worth noting that the operator associated with the equation (8.1) , )..X. An 
X --4 X) is not, in general, co-continuous in uco(L). Co-continuity is ensured when Lis 

a finite domain, because uco(L) is finite too, or when uco(L) satisfies the descending chain 
condition, i.e. it does not contains infinite descending chains. Since uco(L) is a domain 
of functions, both of these conditions are far too restrictive for a concrete domain for 
5elllantics and analysis. However, co-continuity is maintained when the descending chain 
condition holds on the concrete domain L, as proved by the next result. Note that 
the operator we want to prove co-continuous is defined on uco(L) and our condition, in 
general, does not imply that uco(L) enjoys the descending chain property. 

Theorem 8.2 If L enjoys the descending chain pmperty then the operator AX. An 
(X ~X) is co-continuous in uco(L). 

Next result characterizes a generic solution, and the most abstract solution to the 
equation {8.1), unde.r the hypothesis that L is a collecting domain. 

Theorem 8.3 Let L = p(S) for some setS. 

1. A= A~ A iff A is complemented and disjunctive, viz. A= An (A --4 {T L• .LA}) 
and A= Y(A ); 

2. Y(A n(A~{TL,.LA})) is the most abstract solution domainfor (8.1). 

9 FUture work 

Hankin and Le Metayer ([20]) proved that some properties of data-structures during pro
gram execution can be inferred by a simple type system, in a kind of proof theoretic 
approach to program analysis. We believe that there is a link between systematic refine
ments of abstract domains and corresponding refinements of proof systems for data-flow 
analysis, i.e., there exists a proof-theoretic cowtterpart of our Heyting completion. 
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